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A STUDY OP CROSSES BETWEEN TREBI AND 
THREE SMOOTH AIMED VARIETIES OP BARLEY 
IHTRODUCTIOH 
Since the rediscovery of Mendel*s lav/ in 1900, there 
have "been many critical attidies of the heritable characters 
in Hordem Linn, Prom a careful perusal of the literatiire, 
however, one finds that while previous investigators agree 
on the manner of inheritance of many simple Mendelian char­
acters, little work has becsn done on the inheritance of th© 
quantitative characters such as yield, hei^it of plant, 
number of culms, length of spike, etc. More information con­
cerning the inheritance of such characters in barley is in­
dispensable to an intelligent attack of the problems of barley 
improvement. 
According to Hughes and Burnett (20) there is a demand 
for high yielding, smooth-awned varieties of barley suited 
to Iowa conditions. It was in view of this demand that the 
hybridization work with barley was projected. It was also de­
sired to determine the nature of the inheritance of some quan­
titative characters in barley under the existing conditions 
in Iowa, as well as the relation of yield to other quanti­
tative characters. 
•"5*" 
REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Because of its commercial importance and its many 
distinct heritable characters, the barley plant has been 
the subject of a large number of genetic studies. No at­
tempt in the present work is mad© to present a complete 
resume of all the published genetic investigations in barley. 
Only the papers which have a direct bearing on the inheri­
tance of the characters studied are reviewed. 
Roughness of ams 
The earliest v/orks relating to the awns of the barley 
plant were those of Schmid (28) and Zoebl and Mikosch (36), 
These investigators demonstrated the important effect of the 
avms on the amount and rate of transpiration. They presented 
evidence thatamed varieties of barley outyielded the hooded 
varieties and pointed out the fact that small grain breeders 
must give due consideration to the i]i:$)ortance of the ams, 
Aumuller (1) found that the beards of barley possess transpira-
tional and assimilatory functions, 
Perlitius (27) studied av/ned and awnless varieties of 
spring and winter v^heat and barley. His results corroborated 
those of Schmid (28) and Zoebl and Mikosch (36)« 
In 1922 Hayes sind Wilcox (19) coii5)ared the transpiration 
from spikes of roiigh and smooth-avmed varieties. They found 
that smooth and rough a\ms were equally efficient in their 
physiological functions• 
"•6*" 
The Importance of the awn as a physiological organ 
was further demonstrated by Harlan and Anthony (16), They 
presented evidence that barley spikes with the awns clipped 
did not shov/ normal grain development. Also that avjnlesa 
and hooded varieties of barley did not yield as much as th© 
awned varieties, 
Meuniasier (2S) gave a resume of the genetic work with 
barley done under the direction of Philippe de Vilmorin from 
1908 to 1914 which pointed out the desirability of a strain 
with smooth awns. 
In 1927 Tschermak (31) gave a review of barley hybridi­
zation studies conducted jln Germany, Sv/eden and Austria in 
attempts to obtain increased hardiness and yields resistance 
to disease, earliness and improved quality, and described 
his OY/n attempt to produce smooth-awned varieties. 
Biff en (3) was one of the first breeders to apply Mendel ^s 
laws to barley breeding. He studied the inheritance of several 
morphological characters such as avms, number of rov/s and 
density in the spike, color of glumes, etc, 
Blarlnghem (4) studied the heredity of physiological 
characters in the Pg generation of barley hybrids and arrived 
at th© conclusion that superficial characters such as avms 
were transmitted according to Mendel's law but that the phy­
siological characters essential to increased production such 
as fertility of the splkelets were transmitted through v/hat 
he designated as a cellular structure. 
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Vavilov (33) obtained some smooth-awned plants in the 
Fg generation from a cross between two roiigh-avmed parents# 
He assrsmed tiiat the sraooth-avvned barleys v/ere probably the 
product of hybridization. He found different degrees of 
roughness and smoothness, \7ith no varieties entirely free of 
barbs throughout the entire length of their awns. In general, 
the sraooth-amed plants bred true for smoothness. In some 
crosses the rough and smooth-awned plants differed in several 
genetic factors for awn condition. His results indicated 
that these genes modified the character, form and frequency 
of the barbs produced on the rough-awned plants, 
Colin and Trouard-Riolle (7) crossed smooth-av/ned black 
bai'ley with rough-amed Albert barley and obtained different 
types of Px plants. Some plants showed both smooth and rough 
avjns, others ^ov/ed awns vliich v/ere smooth for half their 
length and rough for the remaining half, and still others 
'shov/ed smooth avms only. Their results in the later genera­
tions were too complicated to permit genetic explanations• 
Harlan (11) was the first American investigator to make 
crosses betv/een IDU^ and smooth-awned barley varieties. He 
reported that ro-ughness of the awns was determined by a 
single factor, roughness being dominant. He also pointed out 
the fact that all smooth-av/ned barleys v/ere not equally smooth, 
Hayes (17) gave a description of the methods used in 
the breeding of smooth-avmed barleys following the direct ap­
plication of Mondelian principles. He produced three smooth-
amed varieties: Comfort, Glabron and Velvet, 
"•S— 
Hayea et al (18) made crosses betv/oen the varieties 
Lion (smooth) and Manchm^ia (rough) and found tliat the 
plants had rough avms and the ?£ generation segregated in 
a ratio of 3 rough to 1 smooth. All the amooth-axvned Pg 
plants bred true in the Pg generation but v/ith various de­
grees of smoothness. Also some of the Pg rough^avvned plants 
bred true in the Pg generation while others segregated into 
rotigh and snooth-avmed plants representing all forms found 
in the P2 generation. Their results indicated a one-factor 
difference in the presence of other modifying genes brought 
in by the smooth-avmed parent. 
Griffee (10) crossed the varieties Svanhals and Lion 
and found that the parent varieties differed in tv;o factors 
for the development of barbs on the avvns. Ho obtained in 
the Pg generation 12 rough to 3 intermediate-smooth to 1 
snooth-avmed plant, Crone R alone or v/ith S gave rough awns. 
Gene S in the absence of R produced interiaediate-smooth awns. 
In the absence of R or _S the awns were smooth like those of 
the smooth-awned parent. His results suggested a modifying 
factor vAiich influenced the degree of smoothness of the awns 
to a slight degree, 
Sigfusson (29) reported that rouglinsas of barley av/ns 
is due to two complementary factors, which he designated as 
R and The _R factor in the absence of S prodiKied the in-
termediat©-rough aviois and the S factor in the absence of JR 
produced intermediate-smooth awns« Both factors vrore necossary 
to produce fiilly rough avms. The smooth avms v/ere the result 
Of the douhle recessive rrss. with this assumption he ob­
tained foTir phenotypea in the Pg generation in the ratio of 
9 rough to 3 intermediate-roiagh to 3 intermediate-smooth to 
1 smooth• His progeny test in the Fg generation failed to 
show the expected segregation in some of his rough Pg plants. 
He attributed this discrepancy to the small number of plants 
tested* 
Time of Flowering 
Different indices have been used by different investi­
gator's in studies of the inheritance of earliness in cereal 
crops. The index of earliness used in the present study v/as 
the date of emergence of the tips of the first avms from the 
boot of the plant. Harlan (12) in his studies on barley found 
that the emergence of the awns v/as a more accurate index of 
the date of f lov/ering than the date of heading. He stated 
that the "precocity of the strain at the time of the emergence 
of the avm. is a heritable character" • 
Harlan and Martini (13) in their studies on the earli­
ness in Pi barley hybrids found that the hybrids headed quite 
uniformly as compared with their respective parents. The 
average awn-emergence date of the hybrids tended to be inter­
mediate between the two parents. The grand average am-emer-
genco date of all the hybrids was more than two days earlier 
than the average of all the parents. The earliness of many 
hybrid combinations of late varieties indicated that they con­
tained many factors for earliness. According to these investi­
gators, earliness is closely related to the length-of-day factor. 
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Hoafby (25) fbijnd that the time of raaturlty in a 
barley crosa was probably dependent on bv/o or more independ­
ently inherited factors, 
Griffee (10) crossed early v/ith late heading strains 
and obtained early plants which gave 3 early to 1 late 
plant in the Fg generation. 
Height of the Plant 
Vestergaard (34) crossed a dv/arf-like variant v;ith a 
Binder bai»ley and obtained in the Pg generation 14 individuals 
of the former type and 81 of the latter, 
TJbiach (32) reported that the height of the otilins ims 
governed by one or more of three possible factors, 
Myake and Imai (23) obtained tall, slender plants 
by crossing tall, slender with shorts stout types. They fomd 
tall 
a ratio of 3/to 1 short plant in the generation indicating 
one main factor difference, 
Miyazawa (24) described a dwarf type as a result of back-
crossing the variety Golden Melon on an P^ of the cross Golden 
Melon X Sekitori, He found that th© homozygous dwarfs were 
small and sterile and that the dv/arf type tended to dominate 
the normal type. In the Pg generation a segregation of 1 
sterlle-dv/arf to 2 dwarf to 1 normal plant was obtained. 
According to Pruwirth (9), Tschermak obtained intermed­
iate Pj_ plants from a cross between plants vi/ith tall and short 
11-
culins. A normal monohybrid ratio of 1 tall to 2 intermediate 
to 1 short plant v;as obtained in the P2 generation, indicating 
one main factor difference, 
Harlan and Pope (14) presented evidence that a dwarf 
form behaved aa a simple recesaive to normal barley* 
In an analysis of the inheritance of quantitative char­
acters and linkage in barley, Neatby (26) studied the height 
of plants in 228 lines and determined the mean value and stand­
ard deviation for each line. Xn his results the member of fac­
tors concerned in the inheritance of height was not clear. Ho 
suggested that using the standard deviation of the parents as 
an index of homozygosity, the operation of four genetic factors 
v/as indicated. 
Number of culms per plant 
Harlan (12) found that the number of culms per plant in 
barley seemed to be a varietal character but was greatly af­
fected by environment# 
In regard to tillering, Barbacki (2) reported (vide 
English suDEtiary) that the differences between the parental 
forms examined by him were dependent upon two cumulative fac­
tors • 
Length of spilce 
A paper by Barbacki (2) contains evidence (vide Engliato, 
suBsnary) that the length of the spike in barley is dependent 
upon two cumulative factors. 
12-
Dho mode of Inlierltonco of the leagth of Intornode 
in the spike, or density, has heen investigated by several 
investigators. Their results are too complicated to admit 
satisfactory genetic interpretation. 
Yield 
The literature on barley genetics and breeding does 
not, as far as the author is av/are, contain data on the in­
heritance of plant yield, A number of Investigators have re­
ported on plant yields in other crops. The present paper re-
viev/3 only a fev/ of those reports which typify the studies on 
ttts character, 
Engledow and Y/adham (8) found that yield in cereals is 
controlled by a great number of factors which are theiasslves 
complex and not clearly understood. 
In an Investigation of the inheritance of yield and pro-
teiJi content in v/heats, Clark and Qtiiaenberry (6) found that 
the mean yield of the hybrids was Intermediate between the 
tvfo parents and iiiat the Fg plant yields were more variable 
than tlio plant yields of either parent, 
Jones (21) reported that yield in rice is due to multiple 
factors and that the Pg hybrids gave higher yields and were 
more variable than their parent.. The Pg yields were lower 
than those of either parents md were more variable. 
Correlation of characters 
Neatby (25) found a positive correlation of 0,4977 i 
0,0368 between the hei^t of Pg plants and the mean heights 
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of their Pg progenies in a cross between the varieties Guy 
Mayl© and Canadian Thorpe. 
In a later study on the inheritance of quantitative 
characters and linkage in barley,Neatby (26) found a correla­
tion coefficient of 0«5953 i 0»0286 between the date of head­
ing of P2 plants and the mean date of heading of their Pg 
progenies. He obtained a correlation coefficient of 0,4559 ^  
0,0344 between the mean height and mean earliness in the P^ 
lines, 
Tedin (30) pointed out that if the congelation within 
the pure lines crossed is not known, correlation in a mixed 
population does not give an indication of the genetic relation­
ships. 
-14-
MATERIALS 
The barley varieties used in the present study were 
Trebi, Comfort, Glabron and Velvet, Trobi was used as the 
male parent and the other throe as female parents* These 
varieties were originally obtained from the Minnesota Agri-
cultural Experiment Station and had been grown by the Farm 
Crops Section of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Trebi is a six-rowed white, high yielding^ rough-axmed 
variety. According to Harlan et al (15) it was produced 
from a single plant selection at the tTniversify of lAinnesota 
in their cooperative studies with the Bureau of Plant Indus try, 
TJc S, Department of Agriculture, The barley from vAiich it 
was selected was originally imported by the United States De­
partment of Agriculture from Samsoun, Asiatic Turkey, Al­
though Trebi is a vigorous, high yielding barley over a large 
area of country it has some drawbacks. It has the rough 
avmed character which makes it disagreeable to handle. It 
is also susceptible to Helminthosporitan sativum P, K, B, 
Comfort, Glabron and Velvet are all aix-rowed, smooth-
awned varieties. These were all produced by the Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Comfort and Velvet were de­
veloped from crosses betv/een Smooth Awn amLuth, They were 
found to be resistant to Helminthosporium disease and fairly 
good yielders, Glabron was developed from a cross between 
Smooth Am & Manchttria, Ifc has been reported as the highest 
yielding smo oth-awned variety In Minnesota, It has atlffer 
atrav/ than iTrebi, 
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METHODS 
The Pj_ generation v/as grovjn in the greenhouse in the 
^Tinter of 1928-29. The seeds v/ere planted in 8-lnch pots 
and grown to matiirity under the temperatures of 65 to 85 de­
grees P. Artificial light was used in the greenhouse during 
the progress of the experiment. 
The P2 ^ *3. P3 field cu3.tures v/ere grovoi on the Iowa 
State Agricultural Eyperiment Station grounds v;here the soil 
is fairly uniform. The Fg and P3 generations and their parents 
were planted in rows spaced one foot apart. The seeds were 
planted three and one-half inches apart in the rov/. Five border 
7X)ws were planted aroxmd the field. All field operations v/ere 
made as uniform as possible. 
In the P2 generation, considerable variation was noted 
in the number and size of barbs on the rough awns and an at­
tempt was made to distinguish different classes of rough avjna. 
After some study and several attempts to establish different 
grades of roughness it was decided that all awns would be 
classified as either rough or smooth. By smooth awns is meant 
avjns on which the barbs are v/anting, except for a few small 
ones at the extreme tip. They appear as smooth as the awns 
of the smooth female parents. (See Figure 1). In all cases 
the roughness of the awns was determined by the aid of a bino­
cular microscope. 
The criterion used in the study of the time of flowering 
was the date of emergence of the first avais from the boot of 
Pigiire !• Smooth and roijgh awns, 
A, Roughs B, Smooth. 
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the pleat« The plants V/KTG examined dally in the field at 
practically tiie sumo hour. Red tags on which tho dates of 
flovjeriiig were recorded v/ere placed on the plants, 
Th© height of the planbs was aieaarjrod froia tlie base of 
the ctilms to tiie tip of the "uppermost spile©. Tile plants v;er® 
pulled individxially at mtwity. The neaauremeints vi&ve taken 
in contimoters ?;lth tiao aid of a meter a tick aeourely fastened 
to a tahle. 
The rnmibor of OUIEIS per plant was recorded in the field 
at liar VPS t time and aubsequ^itly checked 22i tho lahoratoi^y 
whoa the height was moaaiced, Ctoly ciulia® wliioh bca'© heads 
vmve recorded as the nttsaibor of ciilma of tho plant. 
The length of Ihe averijge spike was laeastired in tenths 
of ceiitimeter, Tb& raoasureement was takon f roEi the base of 
tho spike to tho tip of the uppenaoat groin, Th© average 
length of all the heads or spUzQ& an each individual plant v/as 
recorded and takcaa as the spike length for that partiotHar 
plant• 
After all the characters mentioned above v/ere jasasurod^ 
the heads were out from the plant and placed in Manila envelopes 
until tlorediing time. All the and Fg plants and their par« 
enta were hand threshed and tho grain »3ighed on a sinall torsion 
balance. All weights were recorded in grams to the first deoi-
ml place. 
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Xn the Pg genetration, the individual plants v;©re threshed 
in a thresher devised tjy the v^riter. The v/eight of the grain 
from each plant was determined by the use of tho san© torsion 
balance -used the previoiis year. 
Hotee were taken on the follovdng charactora: 
1* Roii^hneaa of Uio avms 
2tt Time of flowering 
3« Height of the plonfe 
4* Umber of ovUmb per plant 
5* Length of the average apik© 
6. Yield 
Ifabile 1 ahows liie croaaas afciidiod end the niS3J>er of 
plants in each generation of each cross# 
TABLE 1® The ntttaber of plants studied in the Fx» 
Fg £sid Fs generations# 
; Male p^ent "sFeEiQie parent; s Cross 
Generation i ' ' :l^o'« 'oi^x sio« o:;^: ' ' ' ' :l^o, of 
and year :Varietygplonts: Variety splantssllutriber; plant3 
Fip 1928 
Pg, 1929 
19S0 
l^rebl 6 Glabron 6 XIO 6 
Trebl. 6 Coafort 12 X23 9 
'frebi 6 Velvet IS X28 9 
Trebi 6 Glabron 6 X32 3 
Trebl 6 Glabron 6 X33 6 
TveWi. m Glabron 136 XIO 299 
'Xrebl 107 Comfort S78 X2S 367 
l^ ebi 79 Velvet 309 X28 455 
0?rebi m Glalaroa 163 X32 167 
•Trebl 103 Glabron 167 XS3 283 
T^ebi- 1385 Glabron 1399 XIO Q042 
i'rebl 1368 Vel\'ot 2433 X2G 5816 
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Two of the five crosses. No. 10 and No. 28, v/ere 
carried into the Pg generation. The P2 plants were selected 
at random in each of these two crosses for planting the P5 
generation. Table 2 shows the number of Pg hybrid and parental 
plaats tested in the Pg generation in each of the tv/o crosses, 
TABLE 2, The number of Fo hybrid and parental 
plants tested in uie Pg generation. 
P2 parents and hybrids Krmiber of plants tested 
Trebi, MIO 56 
Glabron, PIO 36 
Hybrid, XIO 144 
Trebi, M28 36 
Glabron, PSS 36 
Hybrid, X28 144 
All data In the Pg generation were recorded on punch 
cards and machine methods v/ere used in calculating all con­
stants. Means, standard deviations and simple and multiple 
correlation coefficients were calculated through the use of 
machine factoring as described by Brandt (5), and correlation 
and machine calculation methods of Wallace and Snedecor (35)« 
The formulae used were those ^ von by Wallace and 
Snedecor, All the figures necessary for the calculations of 
the means, atandapd deviations and simple and multiple correla­
tion coefficients were first calculated by the use of the ma­
chine factoring method. The figtires obtained by this method 
-21-
were aubafcltuted in the fornrulae given in Table 7a, of Vifal-
lace and Snedecor (35), 
••22"» 
RESULTS 
Excepting the correlation studies, the results are pre­
sented by characters. The data for the two or three genera­
tions of all crosses are collected together and discussed under 
each of the characters studied, 
Rcughness of Avms 
The roughness of awns v/as studied in the and Fg 
generations in all the five crosses. Two of the crosses, Ko.lO 
^labron x Trebi) and NOo28 (Velvet x 'Erebl) v^ere carried through 
the F3 generation. 
An attempt was made in the Fg and P3 generations to clas­
sify the rough-avmed segregates into classes for roughness but 
this was finally given up and all plants v/ere classified as 
either rough-av/ned or smooth-awned. 
Pi and F2 data. In all five crosses the Pj^ hybrids had 
rough awns. The Pg families segregated into what appeared to 
be ratios of 3 rough-awned plants to 1 sraooth-awned plant. The 
Pg data are compared with the theoretical 3:1 ratio in Table 3, 
TABLE 3, Number of rough and sraooth-avjned plants in the Pg 
generation compared with the theoretical 3:1 ratio, 
;Actual Kumber; Theoretical; 
Cross ; Rough : SmooW; though: 'i^mod -bill: Dev,: !p 
No, 10 (Glabron x Trebi) 221 
Ho, 23 (Comfort x Trebi) 250 
No. 28 (Velvet x Trebi) 360 
No, 32 (Glabron x Trebi) 129 
No, 33 (Glabron x Trebi) 205 
78 224,2 74.8 3,2 0.6 
117 275,3 91.7 25,3 4,5 
95 341,3 113,7 18,7 3,0 
38 125,3 41,7 3,7 0,9 
78 212,3 70,7 7,3 1,9 
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These data fit reasonably well the theoretical 3:1 
ratio and without progeny testa one would conclude that 
the roughness of avms, as classified in these studies, was 
controlled by a single pair of factors. The Pg progeny tests, 
hov/ever, showed that the Fg ratios could not have been caused 
by the segregation of a single pair of factors. About two-
thirds of the P3 progenies from smooth-awned Pg plants segre­
gated in ratios approximating 3 smooth-avmed plants to 1 
roTjgh-avmed plant. This suggested the presence of an inhibitor, 
The P2 data were then comparedwUii the theoretical 13;3 ratio 
as shovm in Table 4. 
TABLE 4« Htmiber of rotigh and smooth-avioaed plants in the 
Pg generation compared with the theoretical 13j3 ratio, 
;Actual : Q?heoret'icair: ;lbeV«' 
Croas iHough ; Smoo'BEt!fto"ugh:'Siao6'tg; Dev»:P','^, 
No, 10 (Glabron x Trebi) 221 78 242,9 56.1 21.9 4,8 
No, 23 (Comfort x Trebi) 250 117 298,2 68.8 48,2 9,6 
Ho, S8 (Velvet x Trebi) 360 95 369,7 85,3 9,7 1.7 
Wo. 32 (Glabron x Trebi) 129 38 135.7 31.3 6,7 1.9 
Ho. 33 (Glabron x Trebi) 205 78 229.9 53.1 24.9 5.6 
Yifith the exception of one croas (Ho, 23) the T?2 data fit 
the 13:3 ratio almost aa well as the 3;1 ratio. Unfortunately, 
crc»s Ho, 23 v/as not tested in the Pg generation. 
Pa data. Following up the sijggestion of the presence of 
an Inhibitor, it was assTuned that in the two crosses tested ia 
the Pg generation, there was present a dominant genetic factor 
for smooth awns and a dominant factor v/hich inhibited smooth 
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avflis. The genetic constitution then of the parents in these 
crosses might liave been AAii (smooth awned) and aall (rough-
aimed). Here A is the dominant factor for smoothness and I is 
the dominant inhibitor. The cross might be represented in the 
Pi and Pg generations together with the breeding behavior in 
the Pg generation as follov/s: 
.........AAii (smooth) x aall (rough) 
PX.«»•••#•• Aali (rough 
Pg and Pg as follows: 
Phenotypea Genotypes Breeding behavior in P;^ 
r 1 AAII Breed true 
( 2 AAii 3 ro^ugh : 1 smooth 
I 2 Aall Breed true 
13 Rough ( 4 Aali 13 rough : 3 smooth 
{ 1 aall Breed true 
( 2 aali Breed true 
( 1 aaii Breed true 
3 Smooth ( 1 AAii Breed time 
( 2 Aaii 3 smooth : 1 roiigh 
This gives an Pg progeny distribution as follows; 
Prom rough-av/ned Pg plants -
7 Breeding true for rou^h awna 
4 Segregating in ratio of 13 rovigh ; 3 smooth 
2 Segregating in ratio of 3 rough : 1 smooth 
Prom smooth-amed P2 plants -
1 Breeding true for smooth ams 
2 Segregating in ratio of 3 smooth : 1 rough 
The distribution of P„ progenies from rough-amed and O 
from smooth-avmed Pg plants ai'»e aho\m in Uablas 5 and 6 as 
compared >vi&ith© numbers expected on the basis of a dominant 
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factor for smooth avms with a dominant inhibitor, Q?ho P„ 
o 
segregating families were classified mder 13:3 or 3:1 ratios 
depending upon which one of these ratios the nimibera approached 
closest as judged by the deviations divided Itj the probable 
errors. The fit of tho actual numbers obtained to the theoreti~ 
cal nuiitoera is surprisingly close, 
TABIiE S. Distribution of P3 progenies grovjn from rough-
awnod Pg plants, 
• : Seg,15:5 :Total Seg,; Non^Sefc, ; ^ 
Grogs Ho,;Act,:Theo»:Act7;'J?iieo7:Act,:Theo,;Act,:TheoT; X : P 
10 18 19 39 38 57 62,0 55 60,0 0.50 Very hi^ 
28 13 13 26 26 39 47.1 63 54.9 1.20 0,56 
Total 31 32 65 64 96 99.1 118 114.9 .12 Very high 
TABLE 6. Distribution of Pg progenies grown from smooth-
arniod Pg plants. 
Cross Mo, 
: Seg, 3:1 : Non-i^eg. : Dev. 
:.Act, : 1?lieo, : Act, : Theo, : P." E. 
10 18 21.3 14 10.7 1.8 
28 29 28,0 13 14,0 0,5 
Total 47 49.3 27 24.7 
The reasonably close fit of the Pg data to the theoretical 
13:3 ratio and the close fit to theory of the Pg progeny ratios 
strongly support the inhibitor hypothesis, A study of the 
ratios of rough to smooth-awned plants in the segregating P3 
progenies, however, indicates that there is some other factor 
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affecting the roughneos and smo thness of the avais, Altho-ugh 
the families are small and one could not expect close fits to 
theory in the individual families there are a niamber of families 
in v/Mch the ratios are too far from theory to "be accomited for 
by chance, Tho data for the Pg segregating families are shovm 
in Tables 7, 8 and 9. Althotigh the segregating families fell 
into abcat the right proportion of 13:3 and 3:1 ratios by the 
method of classification used, it is evident from the data in 
Tables 7, 8 and 9 that a number of the families present odd 
ratios, 
Applicatton of inhibitor hypothesis to data of previous 
investigators. The results of Griffee (10) and of Sigfujsson 
(29) can be explained on the basis of the inhibitor hypothesis 
if it is assuraed that in their crosses t}iey had the doaiinant 
factor A for smooth awns in both parental plants in all their 
crosses and that theix' factors R and S were dominant inliibitors MM* mtm 
of this factor, Sigfusson's crosses, for example,,could be 
represented as follows: 
• • •.. .AARRSS (Rough) x AArrsa (Smooth) 
AARrSs (Rough) 
Pg and Pg as follows: 
Phenotypes G-eniitypes Breeding behavior in F?; 
( 1 AARRSS Breed true 
9 roigh i  2  AARRSs 3 rough : 1 intermediate-rough 
( 2 AARrSS 3 rough ; 1 intermediate-smooth 
( 4 AARrSs 9:3:3:1 
3 Intermod- ( 1 AAIUiss Breed true 
iate-rough ( 2 AARras 3 intermediate-rough : 1 smooth 
3 Interraed- ( 1 AArrS3 Breed true 
iate-smooth ( 2 AArrSs 3 intermediate-smooth : 1 smooth 
1 Smooth V 1 AArras Breed true 
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Tho results of Harlan (11) and Hayes (17) can be ex­
plained by assuming the presence of the dominant A in all 
their parental plants and the segregation for one dominant 
inhibitor in the Pg generation, 
Vavilov (33) obtained smooth-awned plants from the 
Pg generation of crosses between rough-avmed parents. This 
vrauld be possible by assuming that his cross v/as AARRss x 
AArrSS. 
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TABLE 7. Ratios of rough to smooth-awned plants in P„ 
segregating families grovm from roxigh-awned Pg plants 
(F3 families assximed to be segregating in a ratio 
of 13:3). 
•  •  • • •  « •  •  
•  *  •  • •  •  •  •  
Family Mo. ;Roi^;h!Smooth;Total; ;Pairtily NoRough;Smooth:Total 
~ 38 39 6 45 X28 - 255 31 7 38 
- 45 40 6 46 - 257 42 4 46 
- 50 41 5 46 •• 262 36 5 41 
- 55 36 9 45 - 264 29 3 32 
- 58 45 2 47 - 267 34 3 37 
- 65 39 8 47 - 276 38 7 45 
- 67 38 5 43 - 280 21 3 24 
- 69 39 6 45 - 284 35 6 41 
- 73 41 4 45 ~ 295 14 2 16 
- 79 38 5 43 - 306 39 3 42 
- 80 42 4 46 - 308 35 4 39 
- 83 31 7 38 - 313 40 5 45 
- 89 33 5 38 - 314 36 2 38 
- 90 35 9 44 - 317 37 8 45 
- 92 38 8 46 - 321 38 3 41 
- 95 31 8 39 - 323 27 5 32 
- 97 32 8 40 - 324 31 2 33 
- 99 32 4 36 - 328 35 5 40 
- 107 28 3 31 - 339 38 3 41 
110 36 8 44 - 361 34 7 41 
- Ill 39 8 47 - 365 37 7 44 
- 118 30 3 33 - 371 35 9 44 
- 127 38 6 44 - 375 31 8 39 
- 134 41 8 49 - 380 40 7 47 
- 135 35 7 42 - 382 34 9 43 
- 139 35 9 44 - 386 33 7 40 
- 141 45 4 49 
- 145 29 5 34 TotaK Act. 880 134 1014 
- 146 35 2 37 (Theo. 823.9 190.1 
- 155 37 4 41 
- 159 32 6 38 
- 161 37 4 41 
- 162 34 8 42 
- 163 33 7 40 
- 165 32 6 38 
- 166 34 9 43 
- 171 38 4 42 
- 173 35 2 37 
- 175 39 4 43 
Total ( Acb.1412 246 1658 
(Bieo. 1347,1 310.9 
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TABLE 8. Ratios of rough to siflooth-aimed plants In Pg 
segregating families grov/n from rough-awned Pg 
plants (Pg families assumed to be segregating 
in a ratio of 3:1). 
•  *  • • •  • •  •  
Family No.;Rough;Smooth;Total; ;Famir.v' Wo. ;Rough;Smooth;Total 
XIO ~ 41 35 10 45 X28 - 253 26 15 41 
- 42 28 12 40 - 258 33 10 43 
- 60 30 11 41 - 263 26 10 36 
- 102 35 10 45 - 26G 33 9 42 
- 103 37 11 48 - 271 37 11 48 
- 109 31 17 48 - 275 28 9 37 
- 115 30 13 43 ^ 300 32 10 42 
~ 121 29 9 38 - 305 30 9 39 
- 129 35 12 47 - 331 30 10 40 
- 131 32 12 44 - 307 29 11 40 
- 137 33 12 45 - 351 33 10 43 
- 142 27 9 36 - 363 29 15 44 
- 147 29 10 39 - 388 30 10 40 
- 150 24 12 36 
- 151 30 12 42 Total (Act. 396 139 535 
- 153 31 9 40 (Theo. 401. 2 133.8 
- 170 31 10 41 
- 176 35 11 46 
(Act. 562 202 764 
Total (Theo. 573 191 
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TABLE 9. Ratios of smooth to rough-awned plants in P 
segregating families grov/n from smooth-avmeS 
Pg plants. 
•  •  • «  •  
•  «  •  
Family Ho. ;RoughiSmooth;Total; ;Family Ho. :Rough:Smooth;Total 
XIO - 45 13 27 40 X28 - 260 2 40 42 
- 52 9 33 42 269 13 35 48 
^ 54 19 29 48 278 29 13 42 
- 61 10 32 42 .. 279 35 13 48 
- 62 8 32 40 mm 286 8 28 36 
- 71 22 16 38 m. 287 9 33 42 
~ 77 28 16 44 m. 288 34 9 43 
- 86 8 34 42 - 293 11 29 40 
- 108 11 30 41 294 8 34 42 
- 124 21 k!2 43 - 502 18 22 40 
- 132 2 42 . 44 MM o37 16 17 33 
- 140 8 30 . 38 340 20 19 39 
- 144 12 26 38 mm 342 12 35 47 
- 148 32 13 45 350 28 15 43 
- 156 3 40 43 - 352 18 27 45 
- 160 19 19 38 - 357 27 13 40 
- 164 33 5 38 358 28 4 32 
- 172 34 6 40 - 360 21 20 41 
362 32 12 44 
Total ( Act. 292 452 744 370 38 3 41 
(Theo. 186 558 373 21 22 43 
•*m 376 21 12 33 
— 377 25 10 35 
379 9 27 36 
mm 381 35 5 40 
m. 387 2 43 45 
- 389 8 34 42 
391 22 19 41 
393 9 34 43 
Total ( Act. 559 
(Theo. 296.5 
627 1186 
889.5 
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Time of Flowering 
The tLme of flowering is expressed in the ntmber of 
days from date of planting to the emergence of the first awns. 
Table 10 shov/s the frequency distributions, means, 
standard deviations and coefficients of variation for the 
number of days from planting to flowering for each generation 
of the five crosses repQrted in this paper. The most inter~ 
esting fact observed in this table is the earliness of the 
hybrids as compared with their parents. In four of the five 
crosses the hybrids in each generation are earlier than either 
at their respective parents# It is evident that in these four 
crosses each of the tv/o parents contributed factors for earli­
ness v.hich were not present in the other. This assumption is 
further substantiated by the range in the Pg distributions as 
compared with the frequency distributions of their parents. 
The Pg distributions show a much greater range in maturity, 
and in each case the increased range is due to the earlier 
classes. In each of the Pg and Pg populations, plants are foimd 
ranging from the earliest plants of the earlier parent to the 
latest plants of the later parent. The variability of the Pg 
and Pj5 generations is further indicated by the higher coef­
ficients of variation. The variability and wide range in the 
hybrid populations is especially interesting in viev/ of the 
small differences in the earlineiis of the parents used in the 
crosses. 
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TABLE 10. Frequency distributions, means, standa] 
for the number of days from 
Parents and :Genera-*: Olasa centers In days 
hvbrldB !tlon !"irq i 4S ! SI ; W ! ^7 ! &0 i i &6 ! 69 ; 72 t ~ T H  
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrld-10 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrld-lO 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-lO 
Trebi 
pomfort 
Hybrld-.23 
Trebi 
Comfort 
Hybrld-23 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-33 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrld-33 
P 
'^2 
^3 
^3 
H 
pf 
P -
^2 
^1 
^1 
^2 
p2 
d 
Fg 
?! 
Pi 
n  
P2 
^2 
7 26 91 
9 
17 
79 
k-J 17 
45 ^^2 
k2 32 
I k  
10 
12 
2 
1 
35 523 
& 60 
29 22k J+02 g571796 
19 
15 
27 32 31 6 
24-" ^5 29 7 
33 164 io4 33 11 
14 26 21 13 
24 15s 66 14 
112 156 59 43 24 
3 3 
3 4 
290 1 55 
10 I S  17 16 
66 
29 61 27 15 
35 10 11 g 
12 4l 36 7 
93 
19 35 29 6 
69 30 39 13 
l6 1&& 
k o  k k 2  
6 
1 
6^6 72 
360 1^-03 
1250 S7^ 
g il-
7 2 
9 
7 
4 
3 
9^9 169 
31^ i^96 
397 9^^ 
1 
3 
i 
ij. 

B, means/ Standard deviations and ooeffloienta of variation 
ber of days from date of planting to flowering. 
8 in days 
! 69 ! 72 7 q  !  7 8  
!Total No.: 
JlIIIMIiZSIiMJaisaisi Means 
Standard tOoeffioiente 
Devtationa:of Variation 
6  I g g  
0 442 
01^05 
6 
1 
5 52S 
g 60 
71796 1250 
6B6 72 
g60 403 
g 
7 
9 
7 
If 
2 
4 
3 
949 169 
34^ 496 
397 
2 
61 
558 
6 
51 
32 
51 
g 
49 
575 110 
2 
75.33^0.15 
71.50 ±0.05 
70.16 4:0.12 
5S.24±0.19 
58.19 ±0.16 
53.77^0.16 
70.80 + 0.04 
72.99 ± 0.04 
70.21 ±0.04 
75.33 iO.15 
73.00 ±0.23 
73.11i 0.13 
57.50 + 0.19 
55.^2^0.11 
55.48 + 0.10 
76.00±0.27 
73.41 ±0.18 
71.11 ±0.15 
58.344:0.12 
57.804:0.09 
54.51^0.12 
72.05+:0.04 
72.42^:0.06 
70.62 ±0.04 
75.66± 0.29 
77.16+ 0.23 
71.33t 0.27 
58.92±0.27 
57i64±0.l6 
53.33±O*22 
73.50±Oil6 
72.50±0il6 
70.83 rtOi23 
58a9±Oil7 
57.47--t0il2 
54.18 ±0.17 
0.51±0.11 
0.17±0.04 
0.40 ±0.09 
2.61 +0.13 
2.53i 0.11 
4.05 ±0.11 
1.94 ±0.03 
2.O4±0.03 
4.66 +0.03 
0.51 + 0.11 
1.15 ±0.17 
0.56 ±0.09 
2.70^0.13 
2.70i 0.08 
2.73^0.07 
0.89 ±0.19 
0.90 ^ 0.13 
0.64±0.X1 
2.97 :t0.08 
2.10-±0,06 
3.66 +0.09 
2.11^0.03 
.36 ±0.04 
50 ±0.03 
0.96i-0.20 
0.75^0.16 
0.5710.19 
3.12tto.l9 
2.73tt0ill 
3.96^0il5 
0.54^0il2 
0.54tto.l2 
0^75 ±oa6 
2.40±0il2 
2*10 ±0.08 
3.99^0.12 
I: 
0.67-!; 0.l4 
0.23^0.05 
0.50±0.ii 
4.48±O.23 
4.55^0.19 
7.53 ±0.21 
2.74+0.04 
2.80 ±0.04 
6.64 + 0.04 
0.67±0.i4 
1.57±0.23 
0.7b± 0.13 
4.70± 0.23 
4.35 + 0.14 
4.92±0.13 
1.174r0.'25 
1.22±0.18 
0.90±0.15 
5.09± 0.28 
3.63+ 0.11 
6.71 ±0.16 
2.93 + 0.04 
4.64±o.o6 
6.37±0.O4 
1.2610,27 
0.97+-0.21 
o.79±o.27 
5i30±0.32 
4.74 ±0*20 
7i43±0.23 
0.73 ±0.16 
0i74it0ii6 
ii06 diO.22 
4il2±0*20 
3*65 ±0*15 
7.36 ±0.22 
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In the one cross. Ho, 23, the time of flowering of 
the P-j^ generation is practically the same as the earlier 
flowering parent. This indicates that, as in the four other 
crosses, earliness is dominant to late flowering. In the P2 
generation, however, the range and the coefficient of varia­
tion is practically the some as those of the parents. It 
seems evident that the parents in the Comfort x Trebi cross 
did not differ as greatly in genetic factors for earliness as 
vms the case in the other four crosses. 
The results from the study of the inheritance of earli­
ness in crosses 10 and 28 v/ill be discussed in detail as these 
two crosses v/ere carried through the Pg generation, and they 
illustrate very nicely the behavior of quantitative characters, 
Fl generation. In cross Ho, 10, Glabron x Trebi, the 
mean difference between the two parents in the number of days 
to flov/ering was 3,8 0,2 days* The Pi hybrid plants flowered 
5,2 i 0,2 days earlier tlian the male parent and 1,3 i 0,1 days 
earlier than the female parent. The differences between the 
hybrid plants and their parents are significant in the light 
of their probable errors. 
The two parents in cross No, 28, Velvet x Trebi, showed 
a mean difference of 2,6 ^ 0,3 days in the number of days to 
flowering. Comparing the P^^ hybrids with their parents, dif­
ferences of 2,3 i 0,3 and 5,9 ± 0,3 days respectively were ob­
tained in favor of the hybrids. Both differences are significant. 
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Fg p;eneration. In cross No* 10, 289 P2 plants v/ere 
grovm. from six plants, and in cross Wo, 28, 411 Pg plants 
were grovm from nine plants, Pg frequency distributions 
for number of days from planting to flowering are given in 
Table 11, 
TABLE 11, Frequency distributions of Pg plants 
according to nuaiber of da^ from planting to flowering# 
HOT days; 44 j 45; 46 i 47 i 48; 49:50; 5152 j 53 i 54 i 55 j 56 j 57; 58 i 59 j 60 i 61 •! 6265 •! 64Total 
Cross 10 2 2 3 3 6 17 26 33 32 36 9 34 16 14 12 13 14 5 4 5 3 "S89 
Cross 28 1 3 5 8 13 36 63 98 28 30 26 17 16 14 15 14 12 10 2 411 
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A graphical ropresentation of those data is presented in 
Figure 2, 
. The frequency ctirves shov; some indication of a divid­
ing line between early and late plants at 54 days. The plants 
in each cross were arbitrarily divided into early and late 
groups using 54 days as the dividing lino. The plants fall­
ing at 54 days were equally divided between the early and 
late groups. Using this arbitrary division i^oint, there 
are in cross Ho. 10, 165 plants in the early group and 124 
plants in the late group. In cross Ho, 28 there are 241 plants 
in the early group and 170 plants in the late group. The 
numbers of early and late plants in both crosses are very 
close to the theoretical nunibers calculated on the basis of 
a 9i7 ratio:,; as shown in Table 12, 
TABLE 12, Nimiber of early and late plants in the 
P2 S6^®ration compared vdth the theoretical nunibers 
on the basis of a 9;7 ratio, 
. « ijo, of Plants : i 'DevT 
Cross : Phenotypes ;'^tual;TheoreticaX; Dev. ; p'. 'fe. 
No, 10 Early 165 162,56 
Late 124 126,44 2,44 0,42 
No, 28 Early 241 231,19 
Late 170 179,81 9,81 1,44 
The Pg data as analyzed suggest the presence of two 
important allelomorphic pairs of complementary factors for 
earline33, 
m  
Cross No ID 
Cross No. 28 
SO 5Z S'-f S6 
Number o/ c/aj^j /o thwerin^ 
Fig, 2, Curves shov/ing frequency distribution of the P2 
plants based on the number of days from planting to flowering 
 ^  r» S  -J  I 
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Fa generation. A further study of the inheritance of 
earliness was made in the third generation. Assuming tv/o 
complementary factors for earliness giving an Pg ratio of 9 
early to 7 late plants, the late Pg plants should produce 
late F3 progenies and the early Pg plants should produce 1 
true breeding early Pg progeny to 4 progenies segregating in 
a 3:1 ratio to 4 progenies segregating in a 9:7 ratio. Be­
cause of the predominance of early plants in the segregating 
progenies, all the progenies from early Pg plants would be 
comparatively early as Judged by their means. This would 
cause a ratio of 9 early to 7 late P3 progenies as judged by 
their BB ai s , 
Table 13 shows the distribution of the P5 familea accord­
ing to their mean number of days from planting to flowering. 
These data are graphically represented in Figure 3« The 
curves in Figure 3 show a distinct break at 71 days. Divid­
ing the progenies into early and late groups, using 71 days 
as the dividing line, gives 82 early to 62 late families in 
cross No, 10 and 84 early to 60 late families in cross No, 28, 
TABI^I 13. Distribution of families according to 
mean number of days from planting to flov/ering. 
Ho." daya :61;62;63;64;65;66;67;68;69;70;71;72;73:74;75;76;77;78; Total 
Cross 10 1 1 2 3 6 7 15 17 16 IS 6 16 15 10 9 4 4 1 144 
Cl?os3 28 1 2 5 13 22 20 18 7 11 10 9 10 8 5 3 144 
Cross NO, 10 
—iCroJf MoiZd 
L ^Jo 
6 5  6 J  6 7  6 9  7 J  7 3  7 S  7 7  
Hear? number of dajj from daie o-f plonfm^ io //owenrj^ 
I 
0 1 
Pig. 3, Curves shovdng the distribution of Pg fauiilies accord-
ing to IDS an number of days from date of planting to flov/ering, 
Table 14 shov/s the ntaabers of early and late Fg 
families as compared with the theoretical ntmibera calciilated 
on the basis of a 9:7 ratio. The actual numbers are very 
near ttioae e^^ected theoretically, 
TABLE 14, Number of early and late familes 
compared with the theoretical numbers on the 
basis of a 9;7 ratio, 
' ; Mo» of Families ; ; Dev. 
Cross : Phenotypes ;Actual;Theoretical; Dev. ; P. E. 
Cross 10 Early 82 81 
Late 62 63 1,0 0,24 
Cross 28 Early 84 81 
Late 60 63 3.0 0,74 
In order to determine the breeding behavior in the indi-
vidtial Fg families a large table was made ahovdJig the fre-
q^uency distribution of aich Fg family according to number of 
days from planting to flowering. When a perpendicular line 
v/as drawn through the table at 71 days it was observed that 
some of the families fell completely, or nearly so, to the 
left of this line^ while others fell to the right of the line 
and still others showed appreciable nmbers of plants on both 
sides of the linei The families falling to the left of the 
arbitrary line were classed as true breeding early families 
while those falling to the right of the line were considered 
true breeding late families and those having appreciable 
numbers of plants (more than three) dn each side of the line 
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wero classified as segregating families. The segregating 
families were then classified into 3:1 and 9:7 ratios de­
pending upon which of the two ratios they fitted as Judged 
by the deviations divided by the probable errors, Mien the 
Pg families were classifed in this manner the numbers shovm 
in Table 15 were obtained. These numbers are reasonably 
close to the numbers e^qsected on the basis of a theoretical 
ratio of 1;4;4:7b 
TABLE 15, Fg families classified according to 
breeding behavior, and the numbers in each class 
compared with the theoretical numbers on the basia 
of the theoretical ratio of 1:4:4:7. 
?3:u3ifc'er of Fai^liea 
C r o s a  K o , 1 0 :  C r o s s  g o ,  2 3  
Ob- :Galcu-; Oto- tCalcu-
servedzlated :served:lated 
Description of Pg families 
Breeding true for earliness 
Segregating, 3 early to 1 late 
Segregating, 9 early to 7 late 
Breeding true for lateness 
IS 9 12 9 
40 36 41 36 
39 36 41 36 
52 63 50 65 
4,69 X2 5,06 
P •138 P ,169 
Tables 16, 17, 18 and 19 show the numbers of early 
and late plants in the individual Pg families grouped accoi»d-
ing to the way the families were classified. It will be 
noted that the totals in each of the s egregating groups fit 
closely the theoretical numbers. 
TABLE 16. Number of early and late plants in the individual Pg families which were 
classified as showing 3:1 and 9;7 ratios (Cross No. 10). 
3:1 ratios ; 
• 
: 9:7 ratios 
Family.No. riSarlytLatetFamily No. rlilarlytLate; :Famlly iJo. :Early:Late:¥'amily lJo.^:.Jtiiarly.:Late 
XlO-38 33 12 XlO-104 36 11 XlO-51 28 19 XlO-117 22 20 
40 38 9 106 39 8 56 28 17 119 23 20 
43 41 5 111 40 7 64 27 18 120 24 16 
44 33 12 112 32 5 70 23 18 121 21 17 
47 31 15 122 28 10 75 26 19 126 26 18 
59 32 11 123 30 9 79 26 17 129 26 21 
61 30 12 124 36 7 80 29 17 135 23 19 
63 35 10 127 34 10 81 22 17 139 24 20 
67 33 10 131 37 7 85 27 15 140 23 15 
68 31 14 136 31 14 86 26 16 141 30 19 
73 35 10 137 33 12 88 23 22 148 25 20 
76 30 11 142 26 10 90 25 19 149 25 15 
82 24 10 147 29 10 91 24 15 153 24 16 
83 31 7 151 28 14 92 24 22 154 23 23 
89 28 10 155 31 10 97 25 15 
94 35 9 156 30 13 103 27 21 167 20 22 
95 33 6 158 31 15 107 26 15 169 23 13 
96 32 10 159 30 8 113 18 18 171 25 17 
100 37 10 165 30 8 114 26 14 176 27 19 
102 34 11 173 32 5 116 21 16 179 24 21 
Total ( Act. 1299 397 
( Theo.1272 424 
Total ( Act-' 959 701 ' 
( Theo.933.75 726.25 
TABLE 17. Nimiber of early and late plants in the individual Pg families v/hich were 
classified as breeding true for earliness and for lateness {Cross No. 10), 
•  • •  • «  
• • • • * • • • 
Family No. tEarly;Late!Family Ho. !Early;Late;Family No.;Early;Late;Family No. rEarlj^Late 
XlO-37 42 0 XlO-39 1 46 XlO-41 1 44 XlO-42 0 40 
45 1 39 46 1 45 48 1 40 49 1 44 
50 44 2 52 42 0 53 5 40 54 1 47 
55 44 1 57 2 33 58 2 45 60 2 39 
62 1 39 65 2 45 66 45 0 69 0 45 
71 1 37 72 1 40 74 2 57 77 44 0 
78 0 44 84 2 36 87 40 . 1 93 47 0 
98 1 34 99 rT o  33 101 1 41 105 3 39 
108 1 40 109 48 0 110 44 0 115 42 
118 1 42 125 2 40 128 2 39 130 2 38 
132 1 43 133 2 43 134 49 0 138 1 39 
143 0 38 144 1 37 145 0 34 146 3 34 
150 1 35 152 0 28 157 0 35 160 1 37 
161 1 40 162 0 42 163 3 37 164 0 38 
166 3 40 168 2 43 170 2 39 172 2 38 
174 45 1 175 0 43 177 1 39 178 1 43 
180 1 38 
TABLE 18. Number of early and late plants in the individual families tsrhich were 
classified as showing 3:1 and 9:7 ratios (Cross No. 28). 
3:1 ratios 
« 0 
• 
• 
• 9:7 ratios 
— 
i'amily Jfo. :Early:Latei •
 
o
 
•
H 
:Early:Late: :Family No.;Early;Late;Family No. :Early:Lat< 
X28-2^ 33 6 X28-326 36 9 X28-259 36 18 X28-318 24 13 
257 38 8 329 39 7 260 23 19 322 26 14 
266 31 11 336 27 6 262 25 16 330 23 19 
269 37 11 346 32 12 264 19 13 333 28 16 
274 33 11 347 24 7 268 22 18 335 24 21 
277 27 12 349 24 8 271 23 25 339 25 16 
278 31 11 350 32 11 280 15 9 340 26 13 
279 39 9 353 31 11 284 23 18 348 22 13 
283 43 7 356 36 4 285 21 22 354 20 26 
287 38 4 365 33 11 287 29 13 355 17 15 
291 42 6 368 35 8 288 24 19 359 28 16 
292 41 4 372 37 10 290 25 18 364 28 18 
295 11 5 373 31 12 294 24 18 367 21 16 
299 25 12 374 31 12 298 12 12 375 23 16 
310 36 7 376 24 9 305 20 19 378 21 17 
313 36 9 377 30 5 311 18 17 379 14 22 
319 39 6 379 39 8 312 28 18 384 24 20 
320 38 7 380 33 14 314 23 15 385 21 18 
324 26 7 391 29 12 315 24 16 387 25 20 
325 34 10 394 35 8 316 25 18 396 26 21 
395 35 10 317 26 19 
( Act. 1351 357 
TotaK Theo. 1281 427 
Total ( Act. "951 710 
(Theo. 934.5 726.7 
TABLE 19. Number of early and late plants in the individual P, families which were 
classified as breeding true for earliness and for lateness (Cross No. 28). 
- • • .... .. 
3:1 ratios :: 9j7 ratios 
Family" tJ"o« ;iiiarly;!Late;yami!ly No. i-barlytLate; ::B'iamily ]^o. ;h:arly;lAte;.family i'io.. tKarlytLa-g? 
X28-253 0 41 X28-254 2 40 X28-255 0 38 X28-258 0 43 
,261 0 33 263 1 35 265 1 16 267 0 37 
270 3 40 272 4 38 273 0 40 275 1 36 
276 1 44 281 2 37 282 1 35 286 1 35 
293 3 37 296 1 43 297 1 38 300 1 41 
301 2 26 302 2 38 303 1 45 304 44 2 
306 6 36 307 0 40 308 0 39 309 4 32 
321 0 41 323 1 31 327 1 43 328 1 39 
331 1 39 332 0 46 334 1 42 337 1 32 
338 5 34 341 5 38 342 46 1 343 45 1 
344 34 3 345 31 2 351 43 0 352 1 44 
357 0 40 358 2 30 360 3 38 361 1 40 
362 0 44 363 0 44 366 44 0 369 37 0 
370 40 1 371 1 43 381 40 0 382 1 42 
383 4 28 386 40 0 388 1 39 389 9 33 
390 44 2 392 1 43 393 3 40 
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The data obtained in the Pg generation seem to sub­
stantiate the hypothesis that, in the crosses studied, ear11-
ness is dominant to lateness and that two important comple­
mentary factors are Involved. 
Height of plants 
The mean heights, standard deviations and coefficients 
of variation for the P2 and P3 progenies and their parents 
in the five crosses studied are given in Table 20, 
The male and female parents in each cross are signifi­
cantly different in their means for height. Trebi, the male 
parent, is shorter than the female parent in each case. 
As shown by the means for height, the Pj^ hybrid progenies 
are invariably taller than their male parents and approach 
their female parents. The differences between the F2 pro­
genies and their male parents are statistically significant. 
They are more than six times the size of their probable errors. 
In the P3 popiilations the differences are more than forty times 
their probable errors# 
The coefficients of variation shov/ that in the Pg and P3 
generations plant height is considerably more variable than in 
either of the parents grown the same year. This is an indica­
tion of segregation of genetic factors for height of plant. 
That height of plant is inherited in the Mendelian fashion 
exhibited by simple qualitative characters is indicated by the 
facts that the Pi hybrids are as uniform as their parents, that 
TABtiS 20. Fraquenoy distributions, raeann, rata 
for h 
joen-j 
Pi^vrents and:era»i • OlaBs oenters in ceatimeterQ 
hvbriaa . ;ttoni.'»0!t'i!50<.yi!b0i b-ii. 70! J H s  d o  i  B ' i  ; 4o ! 9^ •100!lO'itll"Q;liq! 
Trebi 
Glabxon 
Hybrld-lO 
Trebi 
Olabron 
Hybrid-10 
Trebl 
Glabron 
Hybrid«10 
Trebl 
Oosjf ort 
Hybrid-23 
Tr«>bl 
Ooffifort 
Hybrld-23 
Trebl 
Velvet 
Kybrid-2S 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2^ 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2SJ 
Trebi 
Glabjon 
Hybrid^-^2 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-33 
Trebi 
Olabron 
Hybrid-'33 
'^l 
n 
^2 
'I 
i 
FT 
^2 
5'2 
l l  
^1 
P 
4  
H 
n  
T \  
Is Fg 
Pi 
•^1 P 
0 
1 
3 
3 
1 10 26 34 20 5 
5 27 33 "^4 
31 36 69 17 62 20 
11 36 61 126 261 403 32^ 
0 1 4 S 21 46 124 
4 
1 
3 
90 
26^ 
21 44 143 290 5^5 1012 12^3 1155 
7 
379 
i§20 
130 
tss 156 
4 
17 
36 
2  
1 
3 
1 
6 27 51 19 ^ 
7 27 64 S2 70 IS 10 
3 7 33 ^3 91 9S 39 13 
0 
4 14 34 17 S 2 
2 1 1 10 h2 81 106 
1 2 10 39 76 90 102 559 39 5 
1 1 11 39 36 1?S0 45s 419 150 20 
1 1 3 7 13 24 47 . „ 
1 1 10 30 l4i 344 740 1139 1256 1065 601 300 77 21 
2 3 
1 
52 6 
1 1 
2 0 1 
53 133 202 324 -^53 
3 a 23 23 12 
, > > .a ,1 !l i| II i 
10 23 51 15 ^ 
1 &  52 5^ 
1 2 2 9 24 61 77 71 27 
39 
5 
4 

J, standard dovlations and ooefflolentG of variation 
for height of plants. 
: : I t  
;Total Mo.{ sBtandard :Oo©fflolent 
:):lXQ;12'QrXg5;nQ;I"^Xat^6tl4t^;T^b';!'^j^^ plants: Means :Deviation8iof Variatlo 
13 1 6 Ii3.35il.i35 5»l6il.lO ^>5^*97 
1 2 0 2 1 6 135.00^2.33 7,7^^.^1.65 5,73^1.22 
1 3 1 1  6  m . 6 6 1 - 1 . 5 5  5 . i 6 ± l . i 0 - 3 . 9 l - t 0 . S 3  
96 b'L01+0,37 5.3S10.26 S.4l±0.tn 
135 76.ll--t0.30 5.15-±0.2l 6.77-±0.2S 
299 67.9910.27 7.21:10.2010.60*0.29 
1325 7S.5CH:0.l4 7.50±0.10 9.55^.13 
1399 9^.5&i0.13 7.5010.10 7.93«).10 
3 60M-2 S5.0gtO.OS 9.55i0.06ll.l2-i0.07 
6 106.66+0.7s 2.5S-±0.55 2.iH+0.51 
5 12 2 12 123.33+1.46 7.17±1.03 5.?$l+0.gH 
1 1 6 1  9  l 2 S . 3 S i O . 9 9  4 . 1 7 : K ) . 7 0  3 . 2 3 - 1 0 . 5 4  
107 59.4^ .^19 
27s 64.9510.26 6.4310.19 9.9S1:0.29 
367 65.^610.24 6. SS-±0.1710.5010.26 
6 Ii6.66t2.27 7.5311.61 6.45±I,3S 
? 5 5 12 151.25+0.77 3.77+0.54 2.4910.36 
9 139.44+0.66 2.7^ 10.471.9910.34 
79 66.0ai±0.4l 5.43+0.29 «.22+0.44 
309 07.IBIC.24 6,3610.17 7.2910.20 
W) 72.5 W. 25 3.16+0.1^ 11.2410.25 
13bS 75.9^10.12 .6.55iO.OS 9.6240.11 
353 215 39 6 1 1 1433 109.3210.17 9.i30i0.12 S.97±0.11 
21 I 5^16 aB.S5:K).0S 9.5010.0610.6910,07 
31 6 114.14+1.13 3.7^+0.so 3,2910.70 
"  1 3 1  6  1 £ ? 3 . 3 3 + 1 . 5 5  5 . 1 6 + 1 . 1 0  4 . l S 1 0 . a 9  
10 2 "5 126.66-42.76 5.77+1.95 4.5511.53 
69 67.39+0.42 5.22+0.30 7.75+0.44 
163 75.06±0.24 If.63^ 0.17 6.1710.23 
167 69.94±0.3S 7.30ID.3010.4410.3s 
£ 6 114.16+1.76 5.S4tL.25 5.11+1.09 
2 2 2 6 l40.00l2.13 7.07+1.51 5.054^ 1. OS 
3 3 6 137.5010.82 2.7310.53 1.9Si0.42 
103 69.0310.31 4.6(510.22 6.7S+O.22 
167 83.7710.26 5.0310.19 6.00:t0.l7 
2S3 74.921:0,30 7.59+0.2210.1410.29 
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the variability in height is much greater in the second than 
in the first hybrid generation, presumably due to nev/ com­
binations of factors, and that both of the parental types are 
recovered in the hybrid generations. Plants as short as the 
shortest plants in the short parent and as tall as the tallest 
plants in the tall parent were obtained in all cases excepting 
in cross number 10, In this case the extreme parental forma 
v/ere recovered in the P3 generation. 
One cannot help but notice the great difference in 
height of plants when comparing the three generations. It 
is evident that the generation grown In the green house (F^ 
and parents) had a strong tendency toward vegetative grovtrbh 
even though the winter and early spring days v/ere lengthened 
by use of artificial light. The difference between the P2 and 
P3 generations is probably due largely to the difference in 
dates of planting. The Fg generation was planted in the field 
on April 27 while the P3 generation was planted on April 5, 
Height of plant is a character which is greatly influenced by 
environmental factors, 
Number of culms 
Table 21 which presents frequency distributions, means, 
standard deviations and coefficients of variation for number 
of culms, does not cf for much evidence of the Inheritance of 
this character. It may be that the character is so much in­
fluenced by environment that genetic influences are largely 
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TABIjE 21. Frequency distributions, means, standard c 
for number of culn 
Parents andtOenera-
hvbrids itIon 
r Tot 
2 ; 5 ; g t 11 ; i 17 : 20 ; 2^ ; 26 ; 29 : 12 ;of 
Trebl 
Glabron 
Hybrid-10 
Trebl 
Glabron 
Hybrid-10 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-10 
Trebi 
Comfort 
Hybrid-23 
Trebi 
Oorafort 
Hybrid-23 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrld-2g 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrld-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-33 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-33 
Pi 
Pi 
n 
^^2 
l2  
^2 
Pi 
Pi 
n 
^2 
H H 
^1 
P2 
^2 
Pi 
^1 
? ^ 1 5 
3 3 
5 35 
3 23 
27 103 10^ 
60 508 
2h 313 613 
2^1-1 2103 ^520 
1 1 
5 7 
2 5 2  
10 42 37 
16 72 7S5 
29 10^ 107 
3 ^ 1  
7 2 
3 21 2J5 
23 120 127 
63 190 l4b 
110 513 531 
12i|- 637 kjO 
737 2756 1636 
5 1 
5 1 
1 2 
8 21 IS 
1 25 
6 33 69 
2 3 1  
5 1 
1 5 
6 26 k-s 
9 46 70 
16 72 102 
20 
xi 
15 
216 5? 
309 106 
317 24-3 
12 3 
72 26 
35 29 
13 
29 
i^i 
l4l 
7 
1 
512 139 
17 
56 
37 
Ik  
3^ 
59 
4 
23 
11 
7 
5 
20 
1 
2 
4 
13 
IS 
71 
11 
10 
1 
11 
16 
22 
3 
10 
3 
1 
3 
10 
2 
1 
1 
11 
23 
y  
1 
1 
1 
12 
2 
5 
1 
3 
7 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 

moy distributions, means, standard deviations and coefficients of variation 
for number of culms per plant. 
L4 : 17 : 20 ; 271 : 26 : 29 : 
5 1 13 2 2 1 
15 4 1 
59 13 1 1 106 13 11 3 1 
243 71 23 7 3 1  
tTotal No.! 
1>g tof plants; UeaxiQ 
Sta.ndard ; Coefficients 
PeviatlonBiof Variation 
26 11 3 
29 10 1 1 
7 6 1 
5 
3 1 1 
35 11 
43 16 1 1 
139 22 12 1 
7 
5 
20 
3 
10 
& 
1 
3 
10 
2 
5 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
6 
6 
96 
135 
299 
1325 
6 
12 
9 
107 
273 
36 
12 
9 
79 
1^33 
581.6 
6 
6 
6^ 
163 
I 
103 
167 
2^3 
1|-. 50-0.62 
i|..50i0,33 
il-.g5iO.05 
7.63^0.21 
9.33-0.21 
7.3^i0.l3 
7.5^1-10.06 
g.60t0.06 
7.5^^-10.03 
5.00i0.52 
6.7510.30 5.00+0.43 
7.10i0.23 
g.7010.15 
g.16^0.13 
4.ooto.ii-7 
50+0.34 
2.6710.30 
S.g4-t0.30 
6.67i0.l0 
6.37-i0.09 
6.99^0.05 
6.74+0.05 
6.29^-0.03 
5.50+0.33 
5-§9:0-33 
5.66^0.23 
10.ij^t0.21 
g.95-i-0.20 
4.5010.62 
2.50+0.33 
i^-.50t0.33 
7.8010.10 7.g0i0.0G 
G.4610.15 
2.07^0.44 
1.1110.24 
1.5010.03 
3.09^0.15 
3.6310.15 
3.2410.09 
'.97-0.04 
3.16^0.04 
3.00^0.02 
1.7410.37 
1.4710.21 
2.01+0.34 
3.43+0.16 
3.7810.11 
3.6610.09 
1.41:10.30 
1.65^0.24 
1.2610.21 
3.9610.21 
2.5210.07 
2.g5±0.06 
2.01+0.04 
2.94to.o4 
2.90^0.02 
1.11^0.24 
1.11+0.24 
0.5^10.20 
4.56+0.26 
3.9610.15 
3.SL±0.14 
2.07^0.44 
1.1110.24 
1.11+0.24 
2.97^0.07 
2.97=^0.05 
3.7210.11 
46.00T9 
24.67+5 
0.9316 
0.50±i 
,3.9011 
•4.14+1 
39.37-tO 
36.70-^0 
39.33-0 34.80^7 
21.73-^3 
40.20^-6 
49.01-^2 
43.45-^1 
44.3510 
35.2517 
36.6715 
47.19:^7 
44.soil 
40.2310 
43.6510 
46.1010 
20.1ST4 
20.1314 
10.2413 
49.73^^2 
37.79n 42.57+1 
46.0019 
44,4019 
24.6715 
33.0311 
^iS,03+l 
3.97+-.I 
32 
60 
43 
60 
22 
52 
ll 
43 
73 
26 
24 
75 
52 
27 
ll 
I 
52 
55 
03 
31 
1 
5 
35 
41 
57 32 
43 
27 
ll 
25 
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overahadovired, Harlan (12) foiand the number of culms to be 
greatly Influenced by environment* It is interesting to 
note the small number of culms in the first generation as 
compared to the other generations. The first generation was 
grom in the greenhouse. Apparently the barley plants did 
not stool as much under the greenhouse conditions as they 
did in the field. 
Cross Eo, 33 showed a significant difference between 
the two parents for number of culms in the first generation 
but the next year the difference was much smaller. The co­
efficient of variation was somewhat larger in the Pg liybrid 
population than in the parental populations. There is som© 
slight evidence of the action of genetic factors for number 
of culms in this cross. 
Length of spike 
Trebi, the male parent In each cross, had shorter spikes 
than the varieties used as female parents. In Table 22, it is 
seen that the hybrid plants had spikes that were longer 
than those of Trebi but aproroxlmately equal to those of the 
female parent in each case, indicating dominance of long spikes. 
Gross No. 23 seems to differ from the other four crosses 
in that the two parents are practically equal in length of spike. 
That the tv/o parents in this cross are similar in their generic 
factors for length of spike is indicated by the lack of in­
creased variability of the Fg hybrid population over the 
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TABLE 22. Frequency distributions, raeane, standard deviati 
for the length of the average G 
Pa-rents end 
hybrids 
{Genera-
; tion 
Glass centers :Total 
7156.73:b.75:7.73ig«73:9;75:i0.7b;11.7!5:15.'r5:of pla 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-lO 
Trebi 
Olabron 
Hybrid-lO 
Tr<9bi 
Glabxon 
Hybrid~10 
Trebi 
Oornf ort 
HybrldT23 
Trebi 
Comfort 
Hybrid-.23 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet. 
Hybrld-2g 
Trebi 
Velvet 
Hybrid-2g 
Trebi 
Glabron 
Hybrid-32 
Trebi 
Glabron 
HybTid-32 
Trebi 
Olabron 
Hybrid-.33 
Trebi 
Olabron 
Hybrid-33 
Pi 
P Fl 
^2 4 
P3 
3 p? 
^1 
^2 
& 
2 
f ]  
nJ 
^2 
^2 
Pi 
^2 
P2 
F| 
g 
2 
1 20 
19 153 
10 52 
31 266 llbg 
1 
K 
9 21 
k-
26 
g 
1 
5 
33 
10 
2 
2 
•J 
12 109 616 
1 
I 
1 
g 
g 
22 
1 
k 
k  
kk 
'6 119 
661 
26M- 5U-9 
2335 1556 
3 3 
5 3 
1 5 
29 5? 
log 106 
72 132 
5 
2 
1 1 
16 44 
13 55 
62 lg6 
657 3S? 
191 434 
205^ 1907 
1 3 
2 
26 
65 
5| 
2 
1 
40 40 
23 
11 
% 
2 
2 
2 
10 1 
4i 30 
60 20 
,53 
451 
576 162 
1 
30 
92 
16 
125 
'II 
2 
1 
62 
64 
7^ 
4 
11 
1 
99 
55 
5 
576 163 
907 196 
47 6g 
72 122 
20 
9 
1 
11 
11 
4 
2 
g 
7 
13 g 
20 
13 
1 
3 
1 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 

y distributions, means, standard deviations and ooeffioients of variation 
for the length of the average spike. 
,S8 centers :Total No.: 
:;7.73tg.7g:1;75:10>7^5llJ!5tl2.7^:of plants: Means 
Standard ;Ooeffioients 
Deviations:of Variation 
i, 1. 
k 
k  
[ k^ • 
)  
> 119 
. ini 
I- 54-9 
) 1556 
5 3 
3 
5 
106 
132 
2 
1 
xi 
ni 
1907 
1 
3 
2 
26 
65 
58 
2 
1 
2 
2 
10 1 
in 30 
60 20 
5g 
3 
30 
92 
16 
125 
137 
^51 . 
576 102 
k 
11 
1 
99 
55 
5 
576 163 
907 196 
2 
1 
62 
xE 
II 
20 
9 
1 
11 
11 
2 
g 
7 
13 g 
20 
13 
1 
3 
1 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
6 
6 
96 
135 
299 
1325 
6 
12 
9 
107 
273 
12 
9 
79 
309 
%5 
1368 
5^16 
6 
6 
69 
163 
16 
6 
6 
103 
167 
233 
6.91-0.13 
g.0gi0.l6 
3.03to.16 
7.3610.06 
3.43+0.06 
7.72to.oi<> 
7.03±0.01 
7.9y-0.02 
6.9bt0.01 
7.25^0.17 
7.i<-2i0.20 
7.97^0.16 
7.51^0.05 
7.27+O.OM-
7.gi|t0.03 
6,53^0,12 
g.g3i0.lJ| 
3.i|-2t0.17 
7.72+0.06 
3.90it).0il-
7.7?±0.03 
b.96i0.02 
3.2210.02 
7.35^0.01 
6.75*0.19 
7.92t0.20 
3.03i0.23 
7.66-0.07 
g.31i0.05 
3.63to.06 
6.75+0.19 
7.75^0.27 
3.53±0.12 
7.36^0.06 
7.70i0.05 
7.59t0.04 
0.i|-2t0.09 
0.52t0.11 
0.5210.11 
0.3310.Olf 
1.02t0.0^ 
1.061:0.03 
o.79to.oi 
0.95t0.i5 
i.09t0.0i 
0.55-0.12 
0.93t0.l4 
0.67X-0.11 
O.76to.03 
0.91t0.03 
0.33t0.02 
o.iflto.09 
0.67+0.10 
0.71t0.12 
o.75'to.oi{-
0.93^0.03 
1.06-10.02 
0.39t0.01 
1.03+0.01 
1.0610.01 
0.63t0.i3 
0.65+0.14 
0.53i0.19 
0.gl:i0.05 
0.92i0.03 
I.21±O.O4 
0.63*0.13 
0.39^0.19 
0. into. 09 
0.35t0.04 
0.9710.oil-
0.93^0.03 
6.09il.30 
6.it4ti.37 
6.i+ii-+i.37 
11.23 to.54 
12.03±0.49 
13.73to.33 
11.19=^0.15 
ll.93f0.01 
15.65-1-0.10 
7.59ti.62 
13.21+1.90 
3.ii-1^1.41 
10.12i0,i^7 
12.52to.36 
10.59t0.26 
6.23n.33 
7.59tl.p9 
S.43±l.i^2 
9.72±0.52 
li.01i:0.30 
13.61^0.30 
12.33±0.17 
12.51?"0.16 
lil-.42t0.01 
9.331-1.99 
S.21tl.75 
7.1312.4-1 
lO.57tO.6l 
11.0710. Ill 
13.9^^0.51 
9.33tl.99 
11.4312.45 
if. 73+1.02 
11.5510.Bit 
12.60^0.46 
i2.9itO.37 
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variability of the Pj, parental populationse In the othsj? 
crosses the variability of the Pg and Pg populations shows 
evidence of the segregation of genetic factors. 
Plant yield 
An examination of Table S3 rather leads one to believe 
that the parents used in the crosses did not differ much in 
their genetic malcen:?) for yield. Crosses 23, 28, and 33 ex­
hibit in the first generation, differences in favor of the 
Trebi parent which border on statistical aignificence. In 
the cross No. 23, hovjevor, vdiich ahov/s the greatest difference 
in favor of the Trebi parent in the first generation, there is 
a slight difference in favor of the fejjiale parent the next 
year. In cross Ho, 32 the first generation shows a slight dif­
ference in favor of the female parent and the second generation 
a slight difference in favor of the Trebi parent. 
Additional indication that the parents did not differ 
significantly in genetic factors for yield is the fact that 
the coefficients of variation in the Pg hybrid populations 
are no larger than those of their parents. In fact, the coef­
ficients of variation in this generation are, in fom-* of the 
crosses, slightly smaller than those of either parent. The 
frequency distributions of parents and hybrids are strikingly 
similar in each generation of each cross. 
The data in Table 23 raises the question as to the pos­
sibilities of selection for yield in these crosses. It may be 
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TABLE 23. Frequency dietributions, means, sto.ndard 
for lalan 
;Gen-: 
Parents and:era-: Olaae centers In gram 
hybrids ;tlon;i.5;3.'5: 5.5: 7.5; 9.5:11.5:13.6:15.5:17.5:19.5:21.5:23.5:25.5:2 
Trebi P, 
Glabron Pi 
Hybrid-10 FT 
Trebi Pp 
Glabron Pp 
Hybr.ld-lO f| 
Trebi P3 
Glabron P-st 
Hybrld-10 
Trebi P{ 
Comfort P-j 
Hybrid-23 FT 
Trebi Pg 
Comfort Pp 
Hybrid-23 Fp 
Trebi P-, 
Velvet Pt 
Hybrid-2a fJ 
Trebi Pp 
Velvet Pp 
Hybrld-2g Fp 
Trebi pf 
Velvet PT 
Hybrid-2g FJ 
Trebi P^ 
Glabron P-, 
Hybrid-32 Ft 
Trebi P2 
Glabron P2 
Hybrid-32 Fp 
Trebi P, 
Glabron Pi 
Hybrid-33 F, 
Trebi Pg 
Glabron Pp 
Hybrid Fg 
1 
2 4 
5 1 
16 9 11 15 16 11 7 6 2 2 1 3 
10 
g 
25 
20 
42 ?5 62 
19 
35 
14 
32 
6 
23 
6 5 
5 
1 
2 4 
16 127 229 249 222 119 117 74 51 29 21 l4 
,7 57 169 245 304 235 142 93 57 3^ 12 15 12 
^3 293 712 1104 1357 932 543 353 253 133 33 57 43 
1 3 2 
6 
1 3 3 2 
9 21 21 15 11 7 2 2 2 1 1 
25 50 49 43 4l 17 l4 10 2 1 1 
Ig % 
1 
4 
1 
54 
2 
3 
S 
34 
3 
39 33 31 23 13 11 4 6 
5 6 6 20 13 6 5 5 3 3 1 1 2 
30 36 44 73 54 27 IS 13 ? 3 1 1 IS 43 5ft- 62 73 71 45 43 16 5 5 6 2 
32 120 214 254 23g 214 95 32 4r 25 7 5 
29 129 231 237 244 176 116 32 75 43 19 17 7 
173 577 
3 
1030 
2 
loi^ 
1 
1003 679 4p5 233 203 157 99 46 , 40 
1 1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 5 7 g 12 9 3 4 4 3 1 1 1 
4 10 20 25 26 37 15 7 4 
5 , 3 14 13 25 20 16 31 10 3 6 2 4 
2 4 
1 3 2 
2 3 1 
14 1 9 16 17 10 3 3 2 1 1 1 g 15 35 42 34 15 9 5 4 
11 17 29 17 4o 33 36 23 25 13 3 12 5 

lone, means, 8tD.ndard deviations and coefficients of variation 
for plant yield. 
Olaae centers in grams :Total No. 
19.'i!gl.S!g^.'i;25:q;g7.'S!gq.5;^l.'oil?.'i;3'i.5;77.'i;?9.5:4l.';i4i.';;4'5.'>!of plants 
6 5 
6 
6 5 
2 1 96 S 
5 1 135 9 
5 2 k 
lil-
299 9 
5?- 29 21 6 il- 0 1 10 1 1325 11 
3k 12 15 12 7 0 3 0 1 1 1399 10 
13^ S3 57 34 15 g 3 6 5 2 1 1 1 6042 10 
6 
12 
9 
3 
2 
h 
2 1 1 107 7 
2 1 1 278 7 
IS 11 K 6 1 1 n 
12 
9 
10 
6 
k 
5 
3 1 1 2 1 79 10 
3 
5 
1 
'5 
1 
6 2 1 1 
309 
455 
S 
10 
15 7 5 3 6 
6 
1 2 l36g 9 
19 ^7 7 12 k 1 1^33 IC 157 99 Uo . 40 21 19 if h 6 2 2  5 g l 6  
6 
6 
3 
9 
I 1 1 1 1 1 163 11 IC g 6 2 k k  1 
6 
6 
12 l\ 
• 
2 1 1 1 1 103 IC 
. IB 
167 2 
& 12 5 2 2 233 12 

nd ooefficienta of variation 
tTotal No. 
:^3.S:^5.5;37.5;^9.5;41.Bi4l.5;^?^;of plants 
f  :  
".Standard tOoeffioients 
Ji^ne 'Deviations:of Variation 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
6 
0 
1 
5 
1 
1 
k 
6 
6 
6 
96 
135 
299 
1325 
0^2 
6 
12 
9 
107 
27s 
3b 
12 
9 
79 
309 
^55 
l^6g 
6 
6 
69 
163 
16| 
6 
6 
103 
167 
233 
5.16-0.25 
4.2310.31 
5.2310.25 
g.50-n).32 
9.51-0.26 
9.2310.18 
11.09 to.09 
10.6gt0.09 
10.61+0.04 
3.23^0.45 
2.5010.21 
tf.g3±0.i|^ 
7.74-0.30 
7.27^0.18 
10.64:i:0.21 
6.17+0.1^-5 
23+0.20 
5.27+0.16 
10.06 to.^i|-
s.0610.16 
10.0010.16 
9.61+0.09 
10.2110.05 
9.5910.05 
l]-. 23+0.49 
5.l6t0.70 
4.23+0.55 
11.09^0.50 
10.10t0.22 
i2.7itO.3i 
^.23+0.31 
3.23+0.45 
5.16+0.39 
10.02+0.33 
S.OOtO.22 
12.46x0.25 
0.22-l:0.l2 
1.03+0.22 
0.22+0.12 
4.52+0.22 
4.5040.19 
4.70+0.13 
4.96+0.07 
4.72-tO.Ob 
4.95+0.03 
1.50+0.32 
1.04i0.1B 
2.00+0.34 
4.6210.21 
4.501:0.13 
6.00+0.15 
1.51+0.32 
0.92i0.l4 
0.67-^0.11 
B.20t0.31 
4.26±0.12 
4.96+0.11 
4.24+0.06 
2.72+0.03 
5.26t0.03 
1.63+0,35 
203+0.50 
1^15+0.39 
6.12 40.35 
4.10+0.15 
6.00t0.22 
1.03^0.22 
1.50+0.32 
1.2910.22 
4.90+0.23 
4.26t0.l6 
6.1410.17 
I5.29i3.39 
21.33+4.55 
14.07±3^00 
53.22+2.62 
47.32+1.94 
46.79-^1.29 
44.72iO.59 
44.22+0.56 
46.72^0.29 
39.16+2.36 
41.60^5.92 
41.41+6.92 
59.69t2.75 
57.1211.64 
56.3911^40 
24.47:!5^22 
20.29-^2.92 
12.71^2.14 
55.62+2.94 
52.25±1.43 
49.60a. 11 
50.37io.6R 
26.67^0434 
54.2510.03 
33.75t7.2p 
45;16I9.64 
23.21-^2.03 
55.12^3.17 
40.5911^52 
47.211-1; 74 
21.33^4.55 
39.16-^2.36 
25.00^5.34 
42.61±2.22 
^3.25^1^96 
49.22+1.40 
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that the genetic differences in yield were covered up by 
environmental conditions and that selection for yield over a 
period of years in the hybrid populations actually v/otild bo 
effective in isolating high yielding strains. 
Correlation studies 
In this stijdy, correlations between plant yield and 
other quantitative characters in the P2 generation were cal­
culated, In the Pg generation, correlation coefficients were 
calculated for all possible combinations of the characters 
under consideration. Finally, parent-progeny correlations 
were calculated v/ith the hope of obtaining some idea of the 
extent to which such quantitative characters as studied in 
the selected Fg plants were expressed in their Pg progenies. 
Yield correlated with other characters in the Fc» genera­
tion, Table 24 shows the correlation coefficients betv/em 
yield and each of four other characters in four parents and 
five crosses. Par crosses Ho, 10 and Ko, 28, these correla­
tion coefficients include both the parental strains and their 
hybrid prc^enies. This should giveLsson© evidence as to v/hether 
the correlations found in the hybrid populations are caused by 
the association or linkage of genetic factors or whether they 
are caused by physiological relationships. If the correlation 
coefficients in the hybrid populations do not significantly 
differ from those of the parental strains one could hardly say 
that the correlations were caused by the association of genetic 
factors but would have to be attributed to physiological causes. 
«»56»» 
TABLE 24. Coefficients of correlation between yield and the 
other four characters studied in the Pg generation 
Parents and Hybrids 
Length of:Number of 
spike ; culms 
Height :Days to 
;f lov/ering 
n : r : n : r n : r : n ; r 
Trebi, MIO 
Glabron, PIO 
Glabron x Trebi, XIO 
96 
135 
299 
0,39 
0.41 
0.37 
96 
135 
299 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
96 
135 
299 
0.42 
0.41 
0.49 
87 
114 
289 
-0.44 
-0.26 
-0.22 
Trebi, MIO 
Velvet, PIO 
Velvet X Trebi, X28 
79 
309 
455 
0.27 
0.39 
0.37 
79 
309 
455 
0.84 
0.71 
0.78 
79 
309 
455 
0.30 
0.43 
0.47 
74 
262 
411 
-0.55 
-0.18 
-0.10 
Comfoi't X Trebi, X2S 
Glabron x Trebi, X32 
Glabron x Trebi, X33 
367 
167 
283 
0.41 
0.28 
0.47 
367 
167 
283 
0.87 
0.78 
0.81 
367 
167 
283 
0.58 
0.52 
0.47 
345 
149 
265 
-0.50 
-0.12 
-0.12 
Note; Theae coefficients of correlation are significant as 
tested by Fisher's method excepting those printed in 
italics. 
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In Table 24 there la a strikingly high correlation be­
tween yield and number of culms. Evidently number of culms 
V(fas an important factor in determining yield. This assump­
tion is verified by a study of the beta regression coefficients 
in a later paragraph, Th© other three characters studied seem 
to have an appreciable Influence on yield. There is a nega­
tive correlation betv/een yield and number of days to flowering. 
In other words there is in these plants an association betv/een 
high yield and early flowering. 
It will be noted that there are no consistent differences 
between the correlation coefficients in the hybrid populations 
and in the parental strains indicating that the associations 
are physiologic rather than genetic, or that there are no major 
differences in the genotypes for yield In th© parents • 
Simple correlationa between characters in Fa: generation;. . 
Table 25 shows correlation coefficients calculated for all pos­
sible combinations of characters in the Pg generation. The 
correlations betv/een yield and other characters check very 
closely with the same correlations obtained in the Pg genera­
tion, The lowest correlations are those between number of days 
to flowering and other characters. In general, yield seems to 
be affected to some extent by each of the other characters, 
and, excepting days to flowering, all the characters seem to 
be significantly associated with each other. 
TABLE 2«5, Correlation of characters in 
the P3 generation. 
Correlation Coefficient's 
Characters 
length of:Number of; :5^o, of days toi 
splice : culms ; Height: Plov/sring ; n 
Gross No. 10 
Yield 
Length of spike 
Number of culms 
Height 
0,37 0.83 0,33 ^0.22 
0,29 0,39 0,13 
0,21 -0.12 
••0 .08 
6,042 
Cross No« 28 
Yield 
Length of spike 
Number of culms 
Height 
0,45 0,80 0.43 -0.27 
0.40 0.44 -0,02 
0.32 -trrcFs 
-0.08 
5,916 
Notes ^ese correlation coefficients are significant as tested 
by Fisher's method excepting the one printed in italics. 
Multiple correlations. In order to obtain more informa­
tion on the relations "betv/een yield and the other characters 
sttidied in the Fg generation, a further study was made of these 
sets of correlation coefficients. In this study the method of 
multiple regression was used foir determining the relative im­
portance of the several characters in determining yield, and 
for estimating the combined influence of the four characters on 
yield, 
Follovifing the directions of Wallace and Snedecor (35) 
for solving normal equations, (Table 8a, pages 30 and 31, Cor­
relation and Machine Calculation) the beta regression coeffi­
cients and the imiltiple correlation coefficients were calculated 
for cross No, 10, Glabron x Trebi, and for cross No. 28, Velvet x 
Trebi, The independent variables v/ere, length of average spike (B), 
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nmiber of culins (G), height of plant (D), and n-uniber of days 
to flowering (E), and the dependent variable was the yield (X). 
The results are given in Table 26, 
TABLE 26, Beta regression coefficients and 
nrultiple correlation coefficients for crosses 
Ho, 10 and No, 28, Pg generation. 
Gross 
No. 
Beta rei^resa^ion coefficients :Mtiltiple 
Length of:Number of;Sel^ht:Nvuaber of days:correlation 
spike (B)t ctilinsCG); (D) ;to flov/eringfe);coefficients 
10 0.1294 0.7521 0.1025 -0.1385 0.8575 
28 0.1042 0.7009 0.1433 -0,2123 0,8530 
Ah interesting observation regarding the data pre­
sented in Table 26 is that the tv;o crosses gave almost the same 
value for the iitultiple correlation R. The R values for Gross 
No. 10 and cross Ho, 28 are 0,8575 and 0,8530 respectively. 
These multiple correlation coefficients are relatively higja. 
Substituting the R value for cross No, 10 in the fornrula 100 x 
(1 -fT - R2 )» a value of 48,56 per cent is obtained, indicat­
ing the proportion of the total variation in yield accounted 
for by the characters studied. Applying the same formula to 
measure the extent to vjhich the total variation in yielding 
ability of the cross Ho, 38 is controlled by the four characters 
tinder considerattLon, a value of 47.81 per cent is obtained. 
In both crosses there is still more than half of the 
total variation in yield which has not been accounted for. 
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Table 27 compares the simple correlation coefficients 
and the beta regression coefficients between yield (X) and 
the other foior characters. 
TABLE 27, Comparison between simple correlation co­
efficients and ^regression coefficients between 
yield (X) and the related charactersPg generation. 
• 
• '
• 
• 
• 
• 
Constant : 
Length 
of 
splice 
(B) 
: Number ; 
: of : 
: culms ; 
: (C) ; 
Height 
of 
plant 
(D) 
: Number of 
: days to 
: flowering 
J (E) 
Cross No, 10 
Correlation 
CO efficients, 3? 0,37 0,83 0,33 -0,22 
Regression 
coefficients,!^ 0,13 0,75 
Gross No, 
0.10 
28 
—0,14 
Correlation 
Goefficients,r 0,45 0,81 0.43 -0,27 
Regression 
coefficients 0.10 0,70 0,14 -0,21 
The beta regression coefficients substantiate the con­
clusion: drawn from the siii5)le correlation coefficients, that 
the number of culms had the greatest influence on yield. The 
beta regression coefficients indicate the number of days to 
flowering to be slightly more important than did the simple 
correlation coefficients, but the other characters are of 
about the same relative importance. In this case, the simple 
correlation coefficients seem to have been reliable criteria 
of correlation as checked by the beta regression coefficients. 
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Parent-progeny correlations. The plant breeder's 
greatest interest lies in relationships between generations. 
Ho is most interested in laiov/lng to vjhat extent chsiracters 
are transmitted from one generation to another, Parent-pro-
geny correlations v/ere calculated between the Pg and P3 
generations for each of the five characters. The results 
are presented in Table 28, 
TABLE 28, Parent-progeny correlations between Pg 
and Pg generations for each of the five characters. 
• 
• 
: Correlation coefficients 
Characters sCross No, ibsCross No, 28 
Number of days to flov/ering 0,61 0,63 
Height of the plant 0,38 0,30 
Number of culms 0,08 0,09 
Length of average spike 0,28 0.19 
Plant yield '«Q>06 -0,21 
Note; These correlation coefficients are significant as 
tested by Pisher's method excepting those printed 
in Italics, n = 144, 
The highest correlation coefficients in the two crosses 
were found for the number of days to flowering. In plant 
height there is a correlation between the Pg plants and their 
P3 progenies, but not as large as the correlation found for 
the number of days to flowering. Of the other six correlations, 
four are non-significant and the other two are small. These 
low parent-progeny correlations Indicate that the correspond­
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ing characters are Influenced more by the envlroniiiental or 
uaknov/n. factors than by the genetic constitution of tholr Pg 
progenitors• 
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STOMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1, Data are presented from five barley crosses in which 
the ro-ogh-a-ivned variety, Trebl, was used as the male parent 
and the three smooth-aYnaed varieties Comfort, Glahron and ¥0!-
vet were used as female parents* 
2, The charactera studied were roaghness of av^ns, tlmo 
of flovjeringj height of plant, ntunber of culms, length of 
spike and plant yield, 
3, In the P-j^ and F2 generations, rotigh avms seemed to be 
dominant to smooth awns and the Pg data fit reasonably well a 
3;1 ratio indicating that the rouglmesa of ams, as classified 
in this study, vjao controlled by a single pair of genetic fac­
tors, The Pg progeny tests, however, showed that the Pg segre­
gations could not have been due to a single pair of factsors, 
A hypothesis v^as presented assumiiig a dominant factor for smooth­
ness of avms with a dominant inhibitor. The Pg data fit the 
expected 13:3 ratio almost as ivell as a 3jl ratio and the P3 
progeny ratios fit the theoretical expectancy very closely. 
The ratios of roiigh to smooth-awned plants in the segregating 
Pg families did not fit the theoretical 13:3 ratios as closely 
as they should have. There probably were present modifying 
factors which affected the ratios in both the P2 and Pg genera­
tions • 
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4, In four of the five crosses the Pi and Ps generations 
flowered earlier than either of their parents, indicating domi­
nance of earliness. In each of these crosses the Pg and P3 
generations ranged in date of flov/ering from the earliest 
plants of the early parent to the latest plants of the late 
parent. A ratio of nine early to seven late plants was oh-
tained in the Pg generation. The Pg data together with Pg 
progeny tests indicated the presence of tv/o important comple­
mentary factors for earlineas, 
5. The P^ hybrid population in each cross was taller than 
the short parent and approached closely the height of the tall 
parent. The P^^ hybrids v/ere as uniform as their parents, the 
Pg hybrids were more variable than the P^ hybrids and in each 
cross the parental forms were recovered in the Pg and P3 genera­
tions • 
6, There vras not much evidence of the inheritance of 
number of culms. This character seemed to be greatly influenced 
by environmental conditions, 
7. In fottr of the five crosses, Trebi, the male parent, 
had shorter spikes than the female parent. The P^ hybrids had 
spikes that were longer than those of the Trebl parent and ap­
proximately equal to the female parent. The variability of 
the Pg and P3 hybrid generations Indicated the segregation of 
genetic factors for length of spike. In the other cross tiie 
t\vo parents did not differ in length of spike. 
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8. There was no good evidence of the segregation of 
genetic factors for yield in any of the five crosses, 
9. In the Pg poptilations there v/ere high positive cor­
relations hetween number of culms and yield, and statistically 
significant positive correlations between height of plant and 
yield and length of spike and yield. The correlationsbetv/een 
days to flowering and yield were all negative and some of 
them were statistically significant meaning that there was a 
tendency for the earlier flov/ering plants to yield higher than 
the later flowering plants, 
10, Simple and multiple correlations in the P3 populations 
indicated that each of the characters studied had some influence 
on yield, 
11, High positive parent-progeny correlations were ob­
tained for the nuEfcer of days to flowering. Positive parent-
progeny correlations were obtained for height of plant but not 
as large as the correlations found, for the number of days to 
flowering. The low parent-progeny correlations for height of 
plant, number of culms, length of average spike, and plant 
yield indicate that these characters are influenced more by 
environment than by genetic factors. 
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